We compute the charm dijet photoproduction cross section at next-to-leading order of QCD in the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme, i.e. with active charm quarks in the proton and photon. The results are compared to recent measurements from the ZEUS experiment at HERA. The predictions for various distributions agree well with the data, in particular for large momentum fractions of the the partons in the photon, where direct photon processes dominate. At low momentum fractions, the predictions are quite sensitive to the charm content in the photon.
I. INTRODUCTION
In photoproduction processes at HERA, a quasi-real photon emitted from the incoming electron (or positron) collides with a parton from the incoming proton. Within QCD the photoproduction is classified into two categories: (i) direct processes, in which the photon acts as a point-like particle in the hard scattering, and (ii) resolved processes, in which the photon acts as a source of incoming partons which participate in the hard interaction.
The two classes result directly from the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculation of the photoproduction cross sections, since due to the initial photon's virtuality Q 2 = 0, the direct processes in NLO have an initial-state singularity which must be absorbed into the photon parton distribution functions (PDFs), on which the resolved cross section depends.
Measurements of cross sections for the production of jets with high transverse energy are sensitive to the PDFs of both the proton and the photon. The proton PDFs are known from the extensive global analyses of the CTEQ [1] and MSTW [2] groups. The photon PDFs are essentially based only on data for F (AFG) [7] could use only the lower energy measurements of F γ 2 known at the time of their construction and are, of course, less reliable than the more recent sets.
In 2007 the ZEUS collaboration at HERA presented their data on high-E T dijet photoproduction [8] and compared them to NLO QCD calculations with the aim to provide constraints on the PDFs of the photon. The comparison was done to the five photon PDFs mentioned above. The differences obtained with these PDFs were generally less than 25% for the AFG, AFG04, SAL and GRV sets. The predictions based on CJK set was up to 70% higher than those based on the other four. These differences occurred predominantly in the small x γ region and for low E T . Otherwise the agreement with all five PDFs was very satisfactory. The photon PDFs have three essentially different components: light quarks, heavy quarks (charm and/or bottom) and the gluon. The best known of these three components is that of the light quarks, while much less is known about the charm and bottom quark contents. However, it is possible to separate the heavy quarks, for example the charm quark PDF in the photon, from the light quark ones by measuring the dijet production cross sections with at least one charm quark jet. Such measurements have been done in the past by the ZEUS collaboration at HERA [9] [10] [11] . In these measurements the selection of the charm jet occurs by measuring the differential cross section for the production of a D * -meson associated with the dijet system. So far, these data have been compared only with NLO predictions based on the massive charm scheme or fixed-flavour number scheme (FFNS) [12] , in which an explicit charm component of the photon PDFs in the resolved cross section does not occur. In this scheme such a contribution is approximated with the NLO partonic cross section, convolved with the PDFs of incoming light quarks and the gluon.
On the other hand in the comparison of the inclusive dijet photoproduction data (see for example [8] and the earlier work quoted there) with the NLO calculations, the charm quark is always considered massless with the consequence that in the resolved contribution the charm component of the photon PDFs is present. This approach would be justified when the cross section with at least one charm could satisfactorily be described in the massless charm scheme.
It is the purpose of this work to present results of NLO calculations in the massless charm scheme for dijet cross sections with at least one charm jet and to find out whether they can describe satisfactorily the measured cross sections from ZEUS [10] . There, a similar comparison had been performed, which was, however, based only on leading order Monte Carlo simulations. Of course such a comparison depends on the charm PDF of the photon.
The treatment of the charm quark being massless is justified as long as the E T of the produced jets is large enough, i.e. E 2 T ≫ m 2 , where m is the charm quark mass. The ZEUS data reported in [10] are particularly suitable for our purpose, since by measuring the x γ distribution dσ/dx γ and the angular distribution of the outgoing jets for large and small x γ , i.e. for the dominant subprocesses, direct and resolved, the data are most sensitively dependent on the charm content of the photon PDF.
In section 2 we shall describe the theoretical framework and outline the kinematical restrictions based on the experimental cuts applied in [10] . Section 3 contains our results and the discussion of the comparison with the data [10] for the default choice of the GRV photon PDF. In section 4 we compare different photon PDFs for a scale characteristic for charm jet production, and in section 5 we give cross sections obtained with three different photon PDFs, GRV, AFG04 and CJK. Our conclusions are presented in section 6.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND KINEMATICAL CONSTRAINTS
For our calculations we rely on our work on dijet production in the reaction γ + p → jets + X [13] in which we have calculated the cross section for inclusive one-jet and two-jet production up to NLO for both the direct and the resolved contribution (for a review see [14] ). The predictions of this work have been tested by many experimental studies of the H1
and ZEUS collaborations at HERA. To obtain the cross section with at least one charm jet in the final state we calculated the difference of the cross section with n f = 4 quark flavours and the cross section with n f = 3 quark flavours in the initial state. In the resolved part this difference contains only the contribution of cg,cg, cq,cq and cc in the initial state, where q is a light quark (or antiquark). In the cc contribution it contains also the contribution from cc → gg and cc →in leading order (LO) and the corresponding contributions in NLO.
Since these contributions originate from the charm PDFs of the photon and the proton, their magnitude is expected to be small. In LO their contribution to the cross section integrated over the whole phase region as in the ZEUS experiment, to be specified below, amounts to 0.3%. We expect a similar amount from the NLO contributions. As input we employ the NLO GRV 92 photon PDFs [6] , converted to the MS scheme, and the NLO CTEQ6M proton
PDFs [15] . The strong-coupling constant α (n f ) s (µ R ) is evaluated from the two-loop formula [16] with n f active quark flavours. Both in the n f = 3 calculation and in the difference of the n f = 4 and n f = 3 cross sections, n f = 4 is used in the α s formula. The asymptotic scale parameter is Λ s (m Z ) = 0.118. We choose the renormalization scale µ R and the factorization scale µ F of the initial state to be µ R = ξ RĒT and µ F = ξ FĒT , whereĒ T is the average transverse energy of the two (or three)final-state partons constituting the two jets. ξ R and ξ F are dimensionless scale factors, which are varied about their default values ξ R = ξ F = 1 as described later. The experimental data presented in [10] were taken with electrons or positrons of energy E e = 27.5 GeV and protons with energy E p = 820 GeV (1996-1997) or E p = 920 GeV (1998-2000) corresponding to integrated luminosities of 38.6 ± 0.6 and 81.9 ± 1.8 pb −1 and to centre-of mass energies of √ s = 300
GeV and √ s = 318 GeV, respectively. In our calculations we took the kinematic conditions of the 1998-2000 period due to its larger luminosity.
In the experiment, the photon virtuality Q 2 was restricted to be below
The photon-proton centre-of mass energy was lying in the range 130 < W < 280 GeV. Jets were reconstructed with the k T -cluster algorithm in the longitudinally invariant inclusive mode [17] . The events were required to have at least two jets with pseudorapidity |η jet | < 2.4 and transverse energy E T > 5.0 GeV. With the two energetic jets a D * -meson is observed.
The reconstructed D * meson is required to have p D * T > 3 GeV and pseudorapitity |η D * | < 1.5.
In [10] , the following three jet variables were chosen in the analysis: x obs γ , x obs p and cos Θ * .
In order to select contributions to the cross section enriched by direct and resolved photon events, the variable x obs γ defined by
was determined. Here, yE e is the initial photon energy, and the sum in Eq. (1) is over the two jets with the two highest E jet T . Due to the restriction to two jets, x obs γ does not measure the full x γ , whence the superscript "obs". With x obs γ > (<)0.75 samples enriched in direct (resolved) photon processes are selected. The complementary variable on the proton side is
which is the fraction of the proton's momentum contributing to the production of the two jets with highest E jet T . The third variable is cos Θ * , where Θ * is the dijet scattering angle.
It is given by
In order to enhance the characteristic features of the direct versus the resolved contributions in the cos Θ * distribution, a cut on the invariant mass M jj is applied: M jj > 18 GeV. For the case in which the two jets are back-to-back in the transverse plane with equal transverse E T , the dijet invariant mass is
In order to achieve high values of | cos Θ * | without bias from the E jet T cut, M jj must be large enough. In our calculations we shall study only the distribution in the absolute value of cos Θ * , which does not depend on which is jet number 1 and jet number 2. In the data analysis of [10] a cut on the average longitudinal boostη = (η jet1 + η jet2 )/2 ofη < 0.7 is applied. This selection limits η jet to |η jet | < 1.9, removes the bias caused by the explicit cut on η jet and reduces the bias caused by the cut on |η D * | < 1.5. According to [10] the residual distortion due to η D * cut is small and confined to the extreme bins of the cos Θ * distribution. With all these cuts it is achieved that the measured distributions test to a large extent the dynamics of the hard scattering processes.
All these experimented cuts on the rapidities η jet , transverse energies E jet T and the invariant mass M jj are also applied to the calculation of the cross sections in NLO. However, the E jet T ≥ 5.0 GeV cut to both jets cannot be applied, since it leads to infrared sensitive cross sections [18] . Therefore we choose E jet1 T ≥ 5.5 GeV and E jet2 T ≥ 5.0 GeV. Unfortunately, in the experimental data analysis such an asymmetric cut has not been applied, although in an earlier [9] and the later publication [11] such asymmetric cuts were used to make the comparison with the results of the massive NLO calculations possible. Since with our choice the difference between the two cut values is small, 0.5 GeV, we expect that it has little influence on the measured cross sections.
The observed D * in every event triggers the production of at least one charm jet. The fraction of charm quarks fragmenting into a D * meson was assumed to be 0.235 [19] . We multiply the calculated charm jet cross section with this branching ratio when we compare to the experimental data. Actually the measured cross sections are the luminosity-weighted average of the cross sections at the two proton energies E p = 820 GeV and E p = 920 GeV.
In our calculation we neglect this averaging and give only results for E p = 920 GeV.
III. RESULTS FOR GRV PHOTON PDFS AND COMPARISON WITH ZEUS

DATA
In connection with inclusive dijet events obtained for our calculation with n f = 4 initial quark flavours, it is of interest to know the contributions of charm dijet events. Therefore, we have calculated the ratio of the charm jet dijet cross section to the inclusive dijet cross section. This ratio is shown as a function of x obs p (denoted as x p in the figure) in Fig. 1 .
The ratio is of order 30% and almost independent of x p . If the direct process dominated, this ratio would be 2/5 as follows from the sum of the squared charges of the contributing quarks. The smaller ratio in Fig. 1 is due to the contribution of the resolved process.
The differential charm dijet cross section as a function of x obs γ (denoted x γ in the figure), which is sensitively dependent on the resolved process for x obs γ < 1, is plotted in Fig. 2 and compared with the data from [10] . To the theoretical NLO predictions we have applied hadronization corrections, which have been given in [20] . In each bin the NLO cross section was multiplied by the correction factor C had = σ > 0.75, the data are well described by the NLO prediction. In the region x obs γ < 0.75 we would have expected a better agreement with the data since in this region the higher order terms to the cross section contribute together with the resolved contribution. However, the NLO direct terms give a negative contribution in this region which apparently is not compensated enough by the resolved contribution. contained in the GRV higher order set [6] is not large enough in the low x γ region. We shall come back to this point when we discuss other parameterizations of the charm PDFs of the photon.
The differential cross section as a function of x obs p is compared in Fig. 3 with our NLO calculation. The NLO prediction is in good agreement with the data. All data points lie inside the theoretical error range, even the point in the largest x obs p bin agrees inside the experimental error. Actually for the default scales ξ R = ξ F = 1.0 the theoretical prediction agree with the data inside the experimental error. It is of interest to know how much of the cross section dσ/dx obs p originates from the direct or resolved part of the cross section. This is shown in Fig. 4 , where we have plotted the resolved part of dσ/dx p and compared with the full dσ/dx p and the experimental data of [10] . We see that the resolved part has almost the same shape and its strength is between 50 and 60% of the total. The direct-enriched lack of data for it in [10] , a direct comparison is not possible.
In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 we compare the NLO results for the charm dijet angular distribution to the ZEUS data [10] as a function of | cos Θ * |. For the high-x γ region, 0.75 < x γ < 1.0 (see Fig. 5 ), the NLO result is in reasonable agreement with the data, although not perfect even inside the theoretical error bars, which are rather small for the lower | cos Θ * | bins. For low x γ , 0 < x γ < 0.75 (see Fig. 6 ), the NLO prediction is much lower than the data, except for the two lowest | cos Θ * | bins. This is related to the bad agreement between the prediction and the data for the dσ/dx γ cross section in the region x γ < 0.75, where apparently contributions from the resolved part are missing. Actually the experimental data agree much better with the LO prediction using the same PDFs for the proton and the photon as in the NLO calculation. The LO cross section for dσ/d| cos Θ * | is, depending on the | cos Θ * | bin, up to a factor between 1.1 and 2.7 larger than the NLO result.
In total we can state that our results with the GRV photon PDFs [6] agree reasonably well with the data of [10] in the large-x γ region, but much less so in the small-x γ region, where the calculated cross sections are too small as compared to the experimental cross sections of [10] . This is quite similar as the results obtained in [10] in the FFN scheme. From this comparison we conclude that replacing the massless charm cross section in the calculations for the inclusive dijet photoproduction cross section by the FFNS result would not change the result significantly. In the FFNS calculations the resolved contribution depends only on the photon PDFs of the light quarks and the gluon. Therefore, we do not expect that the FFNS result will change much by choosing other photon PDFs, also in particular since in the FFN scheme the resolved contribution is less than in the massless charm scheme.
Therefore, a change of the theoretical result in the small-x γ region can be achieved only in the massless charm scheme by changing in the resolved contribution the charm part of the photon PDFs. To see whether this is possible we shall investigate in the follwing the theoretical cross sections in the small-x γ region with the more modern photon PDFs AFG04
[4] and CJK [3] with the hope that the cross section in this region will be larger. 
IV. CHARM DENSITIES IN THE PHOTON
Before we present our results, we shall take a look at the differences between the charm densities of the various photon PDFs as a function of the scaled momentum variable x for the scale Q 2 = 25 GeV 2 , which is the smallest squared scale occurring in our cross section calculations. The four charm desities of the photon are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of x in the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. To make the comparison easier, the photon PDFs are shown in the DIS γ scheme in order to regularize the singularity at x → 1 . Shown is the GRV charm density [6] , which is already given in the DIS γ scheme. An updated version of this is the PDF GRS [21] , but this does not include a charm density. This is explicitly described by the LO FFNS contribution in F γ 2 , which is not suitable for our purpose. The next one is AFG04 [4] , which is constructed in the MS scheme and therefore transformed to the DIS γ scheme by adding the term C γ [4] . For this density m c = 1.41
GeV, so at Q 2 = 25 GeV 2 , x th = Q 2 /(Q 2 + 4m 2 c ) = 0.76. But this is not reflected in the charm PDF, since it is constructed in the massless flavour changing scheme with n f = 5.
This charm density changes very little as compared to the older version AFG [7] . It is considerably larger (smaller) than the GRV version at x < 0.65 (x > 0.65). The CJK charm density is alo presented in the DIS γ scheme [3] . Here m c = 1.3 GeV, so at Q 2 = 25 GeV 2 ,
79. This is clearly visible in the charm PDF, since the finite charm mass is kept. It is considerably larger (smaller) than GRV at x < 0.7 (x > 0.7). The SAL charm density is also obtained in the DIS γ scheme [5] . Here m c = 1.5 GeV is used, but it enters only at threshold in the α s evolution. It is very similar to GRV, but it is slightly lower over the full range of x, in particular at small x ≤ 0.05. Because of the similarity to our default choice GRV, we do not expect important changes in the dijet cross sections and therefore do not consider it further.
From this comparison, we expect that the AFG04 and even more so the CJK charm photon PDFs should yield larger cross sections than the GRV version in the small-x 
V. RESULTS FOR GRV, AFG04 AND CJK PHOTON PDFS
First we show the cross section dσ/dx γ in Fig. 8 for the three photon PDFs GRV, AFG04 and CJK, where we expect better agreement with the experimental cross section for x γ < 0.75 with CJK. This is indeed the case. Whereas in the two largest x γ -bins there is little change between GRV and CJK, the rest of the x γ -bins have larger cross sections for CJK and agree now much better with the ZEUS data. For completeness we also show the equivalent comparison for the cross section dσ/dx p (Fig. 9) . Here all three photon and CJK photon PDFs compared to data of [10] .
section for CJK is more than a factor of two larger than for GRV in this region of | cos Θ * |.
The result for AFG04 is very similar to that of GRV and does not lead to any improvement compared to the experimental results.
As mentioned in the introduction, the dijet photoproduction cross section as a function of x γ has been measured by the ZEUS collaboration also for all flavours [8] , and the comparison with NLO calculations showed in general good agreement for all tested photon PDFs.
However, the NLO predictions obtained with the CJK photon PDFs were larger than the data at low x γ ≤ 0.6 and E T ≃ 20 GeV, while they agreed better with the data than those obtained with the other PDFs in the second and larger E T -bins. It may thus be necessary to compensate the higher charm-quark density favoured by the charm dijet analysis with a smaller up-quark density at lower values x γ (cf. also Fig. 14 in [3] ). Here one must keep in mind that the full dijet analysis has been performed at larger values of E T ≥ 20 GeV (or Q)
than the charm dijet analysis, where E T ≥ 5 GeV (see also Fig. 15 in [3] for the evolution of the CJK charm density with Q 2 ). and CJK photon PDFs compared to data of [10] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated that the contribution of charm quarks to photoproduced dijets at HERA is substantial with charm quarks (or mesons) accounting for about one-third of all photoproduced dijets. This is in good agreement with the naive estimate of 2/5 from the sum of the squared quark charges coupling to the photon and offers the possibility to constrain the charm quark density in the photon.
To this end, we have computed the charm dijet photoproduction cross section at NLO of QCD in the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme, i.e. with active charm quarks in the proton and photon. This approach is justified by the fact that at large values of transverse energy the charm quark mass may safely be neglected, so that the contributions of collinear charm quark excitations may be resummed into parton densities in the photon and proton.
Our theoretical results were compared to recent measurements from the ZEUS experiment at HERA. The distributions in the photon and proton momentum fractions and the dijet scattering angle agreed well with the data, in particular for large momentum fractions of the partons in the photon, where direct photon processes dominate. At low momentum fractions, the predictions were quite sensitive to the charm content in the photon.
We demonstrated that the experimental data favoured parameterizations, like the one by the CJK collaboration, with a substantial charm quark density. Since the total dijet cross section is overestimated by this parameterization, at least at low momentum fractions of the partons in the photon, it may, however, be necessary to compensate the higher charm-quark density with a smaller up-quark density. The logical next step would thus be to perform a global analysis of F γ 2 (x) and dijet photoproduction data to better constrain the different flavours in the photon PDFs.
